



		











Our Exhibition Home is closed for the annual care of our home and will re-open on Saturday 17th October at 10am. For all enquiries call (02) 9895 1688
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Creators of luxury custom designed homes, expertly crafted and built to complement your land, neighbourhood and vibrant Sydney lifestyle.
		





Recently completed...
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Explore MORE



























Three 
 generations
 of building excellence.
		






















MORE ABOUT US


































Building a bespoke home allows you the freedom to create your home to your exact requirements. Every family is unique, and your home should be too.
		






























Life’s too short to live in a home you don’t love.
		






















Where we build


































Wincrest Bespoke sets the benchmark for what a luxury custom designed home should be. From the high-end finishes to the sleek architectural design, our homes exemplify the very best in modern Sydney living. 
		






























Be inspired by our unique designs
		






















Inspiration Gallery


































Our homes are built on the collective experience of our people. We're a team of architects, designers & builders that share a passion for outstanding  workmanship and premium building materials.
		






		
































Designed 
for your lifestyle.
		






















OUR DESIGN PROCESS


































Happy Clients
		












“I chose Wincrest following a glowing recommendation from a friend. I didn’t need to look anywhere else. Their service was excellent and the team extremely knowledgable. A few meetings with their expert designer was all it took to entirely custom design my new home! The quality of the build was near perfect as was the standard of inclusions. I would definitely recommend Wincrest to others.”					

Stanley Yip				












"Wincrest understands the difficulties of building for a sloping block and custom designed a good plan for a split-level home that suited my family and land. They hit the mark with the design straight away and I only needed to make very minor changes before it was approved. The team is very approachable and it is very handy having the office just up the road. I would recommend Wincrest to anyone looking for a sloping block specialist.”					

Graziano Adorni				












"We have been a customer of Wincrest Bespoke for a number of years and we are currently starting our 7th home. We have built different types of homes that Wincrest Bespoke has custom-designed for us, some on challenging blocks with sloping sites. We could not speak more highly of the Wincrest Bespoke team. We have referred many of my family and friends to design and build with Wincrest Bespoke and will continue to do so."					

Mandy, Woolgoolga				












"We were most impressed with Wincrest Bespoke from the onset with regards to their price packages, custom designed floor plans, staff support and open communication. The construction journey began and we didn't envisage Covid lockdowns, material and trade shortages, wet weather and numerous variations. We forged through these challenges and the Wincrest team assisted at every stage to make it to the end. One and a half years later, we couldn't be happier with the quality and outcome of our home."					

Mary, Sydney				












"I would recommend this builder to anyone considering knockdown/rebuild.
Wincrest designed and built our new home on a relatively small and sloping block. We are very happy with the quality of work undertaken and their management of the entire process. Highly recommended."


Ross M, Sydney				












"When it came to selecting a knockdown and rebuild partner we were surprised by how few project home firms would work with us because we had >1m of fall on our land. Right from the beginning Wincrest Bespoke stood out for their willingness to work with us, to understand our needs and wants, and to build our dream home."					

Keiran, Sydney				












"We love our home! Right from the start the process was easy and the team was friendly. We get a lot of compliments on the home and would recommend Wincrest to anyone!"					

Sarah C, Sydney				












"After being turned away from any builders on our steep block we approached Wincrest to see if they could take us on. Not only were they able to but put many of our concerns to rest, we were quite picky during the design process which Wincrest fully accommodated. The house is well built and we are very happy with the overall result."					

Mitch N, Sydney				












"Wonderful experience and we love our dream home! We have been living in our dream home for over a year now and we are enjoying every moment! Our home was built for the natural slope of the land, therefore it made construction very difficult, we even had a few builders turn down the job. The Wincrest team was always quick on responding and honest on costings. Overall, we are pleased to have chosen Wincrest to build our home! We would highly recommend Wincrest to anyone who is looking for a quality reliable builder!"


Millie, Sydney				












"I have been in the heavy construction industry all my working career, and am a qualified Civil Engineer/ Engineering Project Manager. I had my own architect design the house to my specifications and to manage the DA Application. We were looking at high end builders to take on the construction of our design, as we wanted a very high spec home with all the mod cons.
After comparing prices and quality, I decided to go with Wincrest as their submission appeared to provide the best value at a reasonable quality. I must say the quality of the build is excellent and we couldn't be happier." 					

Laurie D				
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“I chose Wincrest following a glowing recommendation from a friend. I didn’t need to look anywhere else. Their service was excellent and the team extremely knowledgable. A few meetings with their expert designer was all it took to entirely custom design my new home! The quality of the build was near perfect as was the standard of inclusions. I would definitely recommend Wincrest to others.”					

Stanley Yip				
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"Wincrest understands the difficulties of building for a sloping block and custom designed a good plan for a split-level home that suited my family and land. They hit the mark with the design straight away and I only needed to make very minor changes before it was approved. The team is very approachable and it is very handy having the office just up the road. I would recommend Wincrest to anyone looking for a sloping block specialist.”					

Graziano Adorni				
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"We have been a customer of Wincrest Bespoke for a number of years and we are currently starting our 7th home. We have built different types of homes that Wincrest Bespoke has custom-designed for us, some on challenging blocks with sloping sites. We could not speak more highly of the Wincrest Bespoke team. We have referred many of my family and friends to design and build with Wincrest Bespoke and will continue to do so."					

Mandy, Woolgoolga				
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READ MORE TESTIMONIALS



























Create the home you’ve always imagined.
		




























GET IN TOUCH














		















Create the home you've always imagined! 
		

































Get in touch
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Head Office
		





	

(02) 9895 1644











Suite 4, Level 2
5 George Street North Strathfield
Open Monday-Friday 8:30am – 5:00pm					
















exhibition home
		






Our exciting new exhibition home will be opening soon. Contact us on (02) 9895 1644 for further details.					







	

(02) 9895 1688











HomeWorld 6 5 Noah Street Box Hill Open 7 days by appointment only. Please call (02) 9895 1688 to book a tour.					
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NEWSLETTER
		





Subscribe to our newsletter for custom designed home building tips, ideas and inspiration!
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